
Stranger On A Train 
from The Country of Stevenson by William Sharp 

 

THE first time I saw Robert Louis Stevenson was at Waterloo Station. I did not at that time 

know him even by sight, and there was no speculation as to identity in my mind when my 

attention was attracted by a passenger, of a strangeness of appearance almost grotesque, 

emerging from a compartment in the Bournemouth train which had just arrived. I was at the 

station to meet a French friend coming by the Southampton route, but as I did not expect his 

arrival till by the express due some twenty minutes later, I allowed myself an idle and amused 

interest in the traveller who had just stepped on to the platform close by me.  

He was tall, thin, spare – indeed, he struck me as almost fantastically spare: I remember 

thinking that the station draught caught him like a torn leaf flowing at the end of a branch. 

His clothes hung about him, as the clothes of a convalescent who has lost bulk and weight 

after long fever. He had on a jacket of black velveteen – I cannot swear to the colour, but that 

detail always comes back in the recalled picture – a flannel shirt with a loose necktie 

negligently bundled into a sailor’s-knot, somewhat fantastical trousers, though no doubt this 

effect was due in part to their limp amplitude about what seemed rather the thin green poles 

familiar in dahlia-pots than the legs of a human creature. He wore a straw hat, that in its rear 

rim suggested forgetfulness on the part of its wearer, who had apparently, in sleep or 

heedlessness, treated it as a cloth cap. These, however, were details in themselves trivial, and 

were not consciously noted till later. The long, narrow face, then almost sallow, with 

somewhat long, loose, dark hair, that draggled from beneath the yellow straw hat well over 

the ears, along the dusky hollows of temple and cheek, was what immediately attracted 

attention.  

But the extraordinariness of the impression was of a man who had just been rescued from 

the sea or a river. Except for the fact that his clothes did not drip, that the long black locks 

hung limp but not moist, and that the short velveteen jacket was disreputable but not damp, 

this impression of a man just come or taken from the water was overwhelming. That it was 

not merely an impression of my own was proved by the exclamation of a cabman, who was 

standing beside me expectant of a ‘fare’ who had gone to look after his luggage: ‘Looks like 

a sooercide, don’t he, sir? one o' them chaps as takes their down-on-their luck ’eaders inter 

the Thimes!’ And, truth to tell, my fancy was somewhat to the same measure. I looked again, 

seriously wondering if the unknown had really suffered a recent submersion, voluntary or 

involuntary.  

Meanwhile he had stepped back into the compartment, and was now emerging again with 

a travelling rug and a book he had obviously forgotten. Our eyes met. I was struck by their 

dark luminousness below the peculiar eyebrows; and, if not startled, which is perhaps too 

exaggerated a term, was certainly impressed by their sombre melalicholy. Some poor fellow, 

I thought, on the last coasts of consumption with Shadow-Ferry almost within hail. 

The next moment another and more pleasing variant of the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

mystery was enacted. The stranger, who had been standing as if bewildered, certainly 

irresolute, had dropped his book, and with long, white, nervous fingers was with one hand 

crumpling and twisting the loose ends of his plaid or rug. Suddenly the friend whom he was 

expecting came forward. The whole man seemed to change. The impression of emaciation 

faded; the ‘drowned’ look passed; even the damaged straw hat and the short velveteen jacket 

and the shank-inhabited wilderness of trouser shared in this unique ‘literary renascence’. But 

the supreme change was in the face. The dark locks apparently receded, like weedy tangle in 

the ebb; the long sallow oval grew rounder and less wan; the sombre melancholy vanished 

like cloud-scud on a day of wind and sun, and the dark eyes lightened to a violet-blue and 



were filled with sunshine and laughter. An extraordinarily winsome smile invaded the face… 

pervaded the whole man, I was about to say. 

The two friends were about to move away when I noticed the fallen book. I lifted and 

restored it, noticing as I did so that it was The Tragic Comedians. 

‘Oh, a thousand thanks… how good of you!’ The manner was of France, the accent North-

country, the intonation somewhat strident – that of the Lothians or perhaps of Fife. 

Who was this puzzling and interesting personality, I now wondered – this stranger like a 

consumptive organ-grinder, with such charm of manner, perforce or voluntarily so heedless 

in apparel, and a lover of George Meredith? 

This problem was solved for me by the sudden appearance on the scene of my French 

friend. After all he had come by this train, but, a traveller in an end carriage, had not seen me 

on arrival, and, too, had been immersed in that complicated jargon indulged in between 

foreigners and the British porter which is our Anglo-Franco variety of Pidgeon-English. 

We had hardly greeted each other, when he exclaimed, ‘Ah ! ...so you know him?’, 

indicating, as he spoke, the retreating fellow traveller in the velveteen jacket and straw hat. 

‘No? why… I thought you would have known… why, it is your homme-de-lettres 

vraiment charmant, Robert Louis Stevenson!’ I have met him more than once in France, and 

when he saw me at a station he jumped out and spoke to me – and at Basingstoke he sent me 

by a porter this French volume, see, with a kind message that he had read it and desired me 

not to trouble about its return.’ 

Often, of course, in later years, I recalled that meeting. It was the more strange to 

encounter Robert Louis Stevenson, and to hear of him thus from, a foreigner, at an English 

railway-station, as only a few days earlier I had received a letter from him, apropos of 

something on a metrical point which I had written in the Academy.How glad I would have 

been to know to whom it was I handed back the dropped Tragic Comedians! 


